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REF. DESCRIPTION COMPOSITION FOTO

S3210000:00

Lower sheet + Base cap + Expansible (5units) + Sheet case (5units) + Iron 

drill 5mm + Drill limit + Tarainsert self-screwing M6 + Lic-Z Foot + DIN 912 

Screw + DIN 934 Nut + Lic Foot case (3units)

32.1000.000 For machines with serial number between 382240 and 405514

S3210010:00
Lock handle Lic-z

32.1001.000 For machines with serial number previous to 382241 ** This reference is out 

of stock, it is recommended to purchase the alternatives references 

S3210440: 00, S3210450: 00 and S3210460: 00.

S3210020:01
Filter

32.1002.001 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210030:01
FIlter + Grater plate + Filter drive with clip + Filter drive nut

32.1003.001 For machines with serial number previous to 382241

S3210031:01
FIlter + Grater plate with cross + Filter drive with clip + Filter drive nut

32.1003.101 For machines with serial number previous to 382240

S3210040:00
Filter drive with clip + Filter drive nut

32.1004.000 Valid for machines with serial number subsequent to 341601 and for 

machines updated with kit S3210070: 00

S3210050:01
Antidripping Lic-z + Tap seal

32.1005.001 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210060:00
Rubber support tray Lic + Plastic rivet Moss (4units)

32.1006.000 For machines with serial number previous to 341601

S3210060:01

Rubber support tray Lic + Plastic rivet Moss (4units) + S.steel stub Modified 

(3units)

32.1006.001 For machines with serial number previous to 341601 ** The machines ussing 

this reference must install aswel the new juice container (S3210331: 00) in 

case that the juice container placed in its machine be old, without places to 

place the stubs of the rubber.

MULTIFRUIT
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MULTI LED CLEANING KIT

MULTI ON/OFF CLEANING KIT

MULTIFRUIT HANDLE

MULTIFRUIT FILTER

MULTIFRUIT LOWER SHEET

MULTIFRUIT FILTER DRIVER

MULTIFRUIT ANTI-DRIP

MULTIFRUIT TRAY SUPPORT 

SEAL

MULTIFRUIT TRAY SUPPORT 

SEAL
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S3210061:00

Rubber support tray Lic + Plastic rivet Moss (4units)

32.1006.100 For all machines with serial number subsequent to 341601

S3210062:00
Rubber support tray Lic LED + Plastic rivet Moss (4units)

32.1006.200 For all machines with serial number subsequent to 405514  ** Part used to 

avoid the possibilty of entrance of juice inside the motor in machines 

previous to LED, must used with the current driver motor S3210590: 00 

installed.

S3210070:00

Motor drive reduced + Filter drive with clip + Filter drive nut

32.1007.000 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210090:00

Safety switch + DIN 988 Washer + DIN 6798 Washer + HEX Nq C-22-0280 

Nut (2uds)

32.1009.000 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210160:01
Glass holder tray + Glass holder cover

32.1016.001 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210170:00
Main switch 230V Lic-z + Switch sheet Lic-z + Bridge wire

32.1017.000 For machines with serial number previous to 382241

S3210180:00
Main switch 230V Lic-z + Switch sheet Lic-z + Bridge wire

32.1018.000 For machines with serial number previous to 382241

S3210190:01
Foot support + DIN 125 Washer + DIN 6798A Washer + Case + DIN 439 Nut

32.1019.001 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210200:00
20 uF Capacitor (2units)

32.1020.000 For machines with serial number previous to 382241

20µF 400V M8 FAST-ON 

CAPACITOR

MULTIFRUIT 115V MAIN SWITCH

MULTIFRUIT LEG SUPPORT

MULTIFRUIT GLASS HOLDER SET

MULTIFRUIT 230V MAIN SWITCH

MULTIFRUIT MOTOR DRIVER

MULTIFRUIT SAFETY SWITCH

MULTIFRUIT v2 TRAY SUPPORT 

SEAL

MULTI LED TRAY SUPPORT SEAL
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S3210210:00
Electrical brake

32.1021.000 For machines with serial number previous to 382241

S3210220:00
Base IEC fuse + DIN 7982B Screw (2units) + Fuse 5x20 10A (2units)

32.1022.000 For machines with serial number previous to 405515

S3210221:00
Base IEC fuse + DIN 7982B Screw (2units) + Fuse 5x20 16A (2units)

32.1022.100 For machines with serial number previous to 405515

S3210250:00
MX Foot

32.1025.000 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210311:00

Motor 3/4 brake 115/230V + Short s.s stub (2units) + Large stub + Plastic 

rivet Moss (4units) + Rubber support try

32.1031.100 For machines with serial number previous to 382241 **In machines with 

serial number previous to 341601 also necessary S3310331: 00

S3210331:00
S.S Juice tank Lic-z

32.1033.100 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210340:00
Bubber ring drive (4units)

32.1034.000 For machines with serial number previous to 341601

S3210350:00
Lic-z Grater plate

32.1035.000 For machines with serial number previous to 382241

S3210380:00
Waste container + Mx feet (3units)

32.1038.000 Valid for all the serial numbers

MULTIFRUIT GRATER PLATE

MULTIFRUIT PEEL BUCKET

MULTIFRUIT STAINLESS STEEL 

TANK

MULTIFRUIT RUBBER RING DRIVE 

PLATE

MULTIFRUIT PEEL BUCKET FEET

MULTIFRUIT MOTOR 3/4HP 

115/220V

MULTIFRUIT IEC SOCKET BASE 

230V KIT

MULTIFRUIT IEC SOCKET BASE 

115V KIT

MULTIFRUIT MOTOR BRAKE
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S3210380:01
Waste container + Mx feet (3units)

32.1038.001 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210390:00
Multifruit II cover + Multifruit II pusher

32.1039.000 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210400:00
Electronic module-motor Brushless

32.1040.000 Only for machines Speed Control (Serial numbers between 382240 and 

405514)

S3210410:00
Multifruit II pusher

32.1041.000 For machines with serial number subsequent to 382240, including the 

machines with serial number subsequent to 405514) and for machines 

updated with the refererence S3210390: 00

S3210420:00
Mechanized grater plate

32.1042.000 For machines with serial number subsequent to 382240, including the 

machines with serial number subsequent to 405514

S3210430:00
Magnetic detector + Magnetic sensor support + DIN 934 Nylon Nut (2units)

32.1043.000 Valid for all the serial numbers, Since serial number 416400 only for 115V

S3210440:00 

WHITE
Multifruit II white handle

32.1044.000 For machines with serial number subsequent to 382240, including the 

machines with serial number subsequent to 405514

S3210440:00 

SILVER
Multifruit II silver handle

32.1045.000 For machines with serial number subsequent to 382240, including the 

machines with serial number subsequent to 405514

S3210440:00 

BLACK
Multifruit II black handle

32.1046.000 For machines with serial number subsequent to 382240, including the 

machines with serial number subsequent to 405514

MULTIFRUIT HANDLE

MULTIFRUIT HANDLE

MULTIFRUIT HANDLE

MULTI LED GRATER PLATE

MULTIFRUIT MAGNETIC 

DETECTOR

MULTIFRUIT ELECTRONIC BOARD

MULTIFRUIT PUSHER

MULTIFRUIT PEEL BUCKET

MULTIFRUIT COVER + PUSHER
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S3210470:00
Multifruit II selector

32.1047.000 For machines with serial number subsequent to 382240

S3210480:00
Rotative switch + Selector + Switch sheet

32.1048.000 Only for machines Speed Control (Serial numbers between 382240 and 

405514)

S3210490:00
Brushless motor with electronic boards

32.1049.000 Only for machines Speed Control (Serial numbers between 382240 and 

405514)

S3210500:00

Motor brushless with bridle CE 230V + Short S.S stub (2units) + Large S.S 

stub + DIN 7991 Screw (3units)

32.1050.000 Only for Multifruit Led (Machines with serial number subsequent to 405514)

S3210510:00

Motor brushless with bridle UL 115V +  Short S.S stub (2units) + Large S.S 

stub + DIN 7991 Screw (3units)

32.1051.000 Only for Multifruit Led (Machines with serial number subsequent to 405514)

S3210520:00
Multifruit II Switch sheet (4 positions)

32.1052.000 Only for machines Speed Control (Serial numbers between 382240 and 

405514)

S3210530:00
Motor drive reduced + Juice barrier ring + O-ring + DIN 7991 Screw

32.1053.000 For machines with serial numbers between 382240 and 405514. Set used to 

avoid the possibilty of entrance of juice inside the motor in machines 

previous to LED. ** This reference will be available until finish stock, then the 

alternative references are S3210062: 00 and S3210590: 00.

S3210540:00

Electronic module 230V motor brushless CE + Screw spacer (4units) + DIN 

7985 Screw (4units) + Foam (4units)

32.1054.000 Only for Multifruit Led (Machines with serial number subsequent to 405514)

S3210550:00

Ventilator subassembly DC + DIN 7985 Screw M3 (4units) + Tower spacer 

(4units) + Red insulated connector + Blue insulated connector

32.1055.000 Only for Multifruit Led (Machines with serial number subsequent to 405514)

MULTI LED 230V ELECTRONIC 

BOARD

MULTI LED FAN

MULTIFRUIT SWITCH SHEET

MULTIFRUIT BARRIER RING

MULTI LED MOTOR SET 230V

MULTI LED MOTOR SET 115V

MULTIFRUIT ROTATIVE SWITCH

MULTIFRUIT MOTOR + BOARD

MULTIFRUIT SELECTOR
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S3210560:00

Switch sheet + Rotative switch 3P + Selector handle + Pilot Led 2V Mini red 

+ RFX 81T Screw (2units) + Blue hollow toe (2units) + Blind connection 

(2units)

32.1056.000 Only for Multifruit Led (Machines with serial number subsequent to 405514)

S3210570:00

Switch base IEC fuse screwed + DIN 7982B Screw (2units) + Fuse 5x20 

10A VDE (2units)

32.1057.000 Only for Multifruit Led 230V (Machines with serial number subsequent to 

405514)

S3210571:00

Switch base IEC fuse screwed + DIN 7982B Screw (2units) + Fuse 5x20 

10A AF (2units)

32.1057.100 Only for Multifruit Led 115V (Machines with serial number subsequent to 

405514)

S3210580:00
Electronic module 115V motor brushless UL

32.1058.000 Only for Multifruit Led (Machines with serial number subsequent to 405514)

S3210590:00
Motor drive reduced + O-ring + DIN 7991 Screw

32.1059.000 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210600:00

Graphite Left rear cover + Graphite Right rear cover + DIN 912 Screw 

(10uds) + Grey Allen cap M4 (10uds)

32.1060.000 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210610:00
Schuko 90º Power supply cable

32.1061.000 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210611:00
Schuko 90º GB Power supply cable

32.1061.100 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210612:00
Schuko 90º PSE Power supply cable

32.1061.200 Valid for all the serial numbers
MULTIFRUIT CABLE PSE-IEC

MULTIFRUIT CABLE SCHUKO-IEC

MULTIFRUIT CABLE GB-IEC

MULTI LED MOTOR DRIVER

MULTIFRUIT REAR COVER

MULTI LED IEC SOCKET BASE 

115V

MULTI LED 115V ELECTRONIC 

BOARD

MULTI LED ROTATIVE SELECTOR

MULTI LED  IEC SOCKET BASE 

230V
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S3210613:00
Schuko 90º AUS Power supply cable

32.1061.300 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210614:00
Schuko 90º SA Power supply cable

32.1061.400 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210615:00
Schuko 90º UL Power supply cable

32.1061.500 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210620:00

Left lock rod S.S + Rod fastener + Micro-switch limit + DIN 912 Screw + DIN 

6798A Washer + DIN 125 Washer (3uds) + Stainless Steel Spring + DIN 94 

Pin (3uds) + Fiber 3000V cover

32.1062.000 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210630:00

Right lock rod S.S + Rod fastener + DIN 125 Washer (2uds) + Stainless 

Steel Spring + DIN 94 Pin (2uds) + Fiber 3000V cover

32.1063.000 Valid for all the serial numbers

S3210640:00

Power filter with sheet + Base sheet + Male fast-on terminal + DIN 965 

Screw + DIN 6798A Washer + DIN 934 Nut + RFX 81T Screw

32.1064.000 Only for Multifruit Led (Machines with serial number subsequent to 405514)

S3210650:00
Silent block cover (4units) + Silent block (4units)

32.1065.000 Only for Multifruit Led (Machines with serial number subsequent to 405514)

S3210660:00

Black wire upper micro - CE sheet + Black wire filter - Sheet + Black wire 

IEC - Filter + Blue wire IEC - Filter + Switch wire IEC + Bridge wire left micro 

- Filter + Sheet wire Phase - Neutral + Selector connection wire + CE Sheet 

wire - CE Motor

32.1066.000  Only for Multifruit Led (Machines with serial number subsequent to 405514)

S3210670:00
Multifruit UL Net Filter

32.1067.000 Valid for Multifruit LED 115V with serial number subsequent to 415838

MULTI LED WIRE SET

MULTI LED GFCI FILTER

MULTIFRUIT POWER FILTER

MULTIFRUIT SILENT BLOCK

MULTIFRUIT LEFT STAINLESS 

STEEL BAR

MULTIFRUIT RIGHT STAINLESS 

STEEL BAR

MULTIFRUIT CABLE SA-IEC

MULTIFRUIT CABLE UL-IEC

MULTIFRUIT CABLE AUS-IEC
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S3211000:00 

WHITE

White Base LIC + DIN 439 Nut (2uds) + DIN 6798A Washer (2uds) + Lower 

sheet + Base cap + Expansible (5units) + Sheet case (5units) + Lic-Z Foot + 

DIN 934 Nut + Lic Foot case (3units)

32.1100.000 For machines with serial number subsequent to 382240  **Spare part sold 

with identification label and on request. INDISPENSABLE SEND THE 

SERIAL NUMBER

S3211000:00 

SILVER

Silver Base LIC + DIN 439 Nut (2uds) + DIN 6798A Washer (2uds) + Lower 

sheet + Base cap + Expansible (5units) + Sheet case (5units) + Lic-Z Foot + 

DIN 934 Nut + Lic Foot case (3units)

32.1100.010 For machines with serial number subsequent to 382240 **Spare part sold 

with identification label and on request. INDISPENSABLE SEND THE 

SERIAL NUMBER

S3211000:00 

BLACK

Black Base LIC + DIN 439 Nut (2uds) + DIN 6798A Washer (2uds) + Lower 

sheet + Base cap + Expansible (5units) + Sheet case (5units) + Lic-Z Foot + 

DIN 934 Nut + Lic Foot case (3units)

32.1100.020 For machines with serial number subsequent to 382240 **Spare part sold 

with identification label and on request. INDISPENSABLE SEND THE 

SERIAL NUMBER

MULTI LED BASE

MULTI LED BASE

MULTI LED BASE
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WARRANTY SPARE PARTS

zumex@zumex.com
www.zumex.com

Thank you for purchasing an original ZUMEX spare part. We hope that our spare part will adapt perfectly to your needs and that it will work properly and for 
a long time.

The ZUMEX original spare parts are the same as those used in our equipment.  They are submitted to the same quality controls as the original components 
installed in your equipment, satisfying the strictest regulatory requirements to guarantee the quality and safety of the spares.

The warranty terms and conditions corresponding to your purchase of an original ZUMEX spare part are described in this document.

Basic Warranty Conditions

ZUMEX guarantees the excellent quality of the original ZUMEX spare part you have purchased new and that it will be in good working order for 6 months as 
from the purchase date. This warranty exclusively covers ZUMEX original spare parts.

Please read this document carefully and if you have any doubts, please contact us at www.zumex.com.

What does the warranty cover?

This warranty comprises the right to replace the ZUMEX original spare part purchased new by you from ZUMEX GROUP S.A. free of charge, if such spare should 
have a manufacturing or assembly defect or operating fault, so long as this is due to a manufacturing fault that represents a deficiency in its normal opera-
tion. It shall not cover a refund of the purchase price under any circumstances.

ZUMEX may ask you, at any time, to send the faulty part whose replacement you are requesting, in order for ZUMEX to verify the defect. Its shipment will be 
a compulsory requirement for the validity of this warranty. If it is indeed a manufacturing defect, the part will be replaced and the costs derived from this 
process will be assumed by ZUMEX.

For this ZUMEX warranty to become effective, you must provide proof of the date of purchase of the ZUMEX original spare part, via the relative purchase 
invoice.

What does the warranty not cover?

Given that ZUMEX, as manufacturer of the original spare part, cannot assume responsibility for certain aspects not related to our activity, there are certain 
faults and damage that this warranty cannot cover.

Please inspect the state of the ZUMEX original spare part purchased on delivery, and check that it is the right one before installing it. Remember that a bad 
diagnosis may cause the spare part purchased not to work correctly or the incorrect operation of the equipment. Any flaw, damage or operating deficiency, 
caused by mistakes in selecting the spare part, by inadequate installation or improper use of the spare part, will result in the loss of coverage of this warranty 
and of the warranty of the equipment that this spare part is installed in. 

If you do not send the faulty part when requested by ZUMEX to verify the defect, this warranty will lose its validity.

In any case, the following are excluded from the coverage of this warranty:

• The service provision (travel), manpower and transport concepts, which may possibly arise in those cases deemed appropriate by ZUMEX.

•Faults or damages caused to the spare part, not attributable to its design or manufacture, but caused by external conditions, flaws caused by knocks or 
impacts, damage due to climate conditions or other natural phenomena, as well as external influences such as voltage and/or pressure surges.

• Faults or damage to the spare part caused by improper use or use contrary to the purpose defined by the manufacturer, due improper handling, to the use 
of inappropriate chemical agents or washing products, to damage caused by chemi-cal or electrochemical effects of the water, as well as due to incorrect 
installation or assembly, due to general unusual environmental conditions or to improper maintenance of the equipment, due to failure to observe the care 
and cleaning 

• Replacement or repair of parts affected by wear, included in the normal maintenance and cleaning of the equipment; and those that the manufacturer 
recommends should be replaced within a specific period of time or number of work cycles.

• Replacement or repair of fragile parts (for example wedges, handles, covers, containers, spouts, etc.) when their fault or breakage is not attributable to a 
manufacturing defect.

Finally, the warranty would be cancelled if the spare part is installed in equipment in which non-original ZUMEX parts are also installed or additional parts or 
accessories that are not ZUMEX originals are used.

Important 

To be entitled to this warranty, it will be essential to provide ZUMEX GROUP S.A. with proof of the date of receipt of the new original ZUMEX spare part by you, 
by providing the purchase invoice. Please keep the purchase invoice.

Except for the express warranties set forth above, ZUMEX grants no other warranties, express or implied, by statute or otherwise, regarding the product, 
fitness for any purpose or otherwise. To the extent that permitted by the local laws, ZUMEX shall not be liable for the any defect, inconvenience, loss or any 
other consequential damage, arising out of the use, or inability to use the product or breach of any express or implied warranty.

Welcome to ZUMEX, we hope you will enjoy your products.

*Warranty terms applicable to products sold after 01/01/2014.

* See the range of certified products.
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